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Abstract. Open-Vocabulary Video Instance Segmentation (VIS) is at-
tracting increasing attention due to its ability to segment and track ar-
bitrary objects. However, the recent Open-Vocabulary VIS attempts ob-
tained unsatisfactory results, especially in terms of generalization ability
of novel categories. We discover that the domain gap between the VLM
features (e.g ., CLIP) and the instance queries and the underutilization
of temporal consistency are two central causes. To mitigate these issues,
we design and train a novel Open-Vocabulary VIS baseline called OV-
Former. OVFormer utilizes a lightweight module for unified embedding
alignment between query embeddings and CLIP image embeddings to
remedy the domain gap. Unlike previous image-based training methods,
we conduct video-based model training and deploy a semi-online infer-
ence scheme to fully mine the temporal consistency in the video. Without
bells and whistles, OVFormer achieves 21.9 mAP with a ResNet-50 back-
bone on LV-VIS, exceeding the previous state-of-the-art performance by
7.7. Extensive experiments on some Close-Vocabulary VIS datasets also
demonstrate the strong zero-shot generalization ability of OVFormer (+
7.6 mAP on YouTube-VIS 2019, + 3.9 mAP on OVIS). Code is available
at https://github.com/fanghaook/OVFormer.

Keywords: Open-Vocabulary · Video instance segmentation · Embed-
ding alignment · Semi-Online

1 Introduction

Open-Vocabulary Video Instance Segmentation (VIS) [12, 36] is an emerging
vision task that aims to simultaneously classify, track, and segment arbitrary
objects from an open set of categories in videos. Compared to VIS [43], Open-
Vocabulary VIS is much more challenging since it requires handling novel cat-
egories that have never appeared in the training set. Current state-of-the-art
Open-Vocabulary VIS methods [12, 36] first use a query-based image instance
segmentation backbone [6] to generate class-agnostic mask proposals for each
frame, then perform open vocabulary classification with the frozen pre-trained
vision-language models (VLMs) [33], and finally track object instances frame by
frame using online paradigm [16].
⋆ Corresponding author: carrierlxk@gmail.com
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Fig. 1: The proposed OVFormer outperforms its counterparts significantly on the VIS
datasets.

While these existing Open-Vocabulary VIS solutions have shown significant
promise, the following questions naturally arise: 1) achieving alignment between
text and video in CLIP-based models, and 2) considering temporal consistency.
Firstly, the open vocabulary method based on CLIP [33] directly obtains the
classification score of each instance by calculating the similarity between query
embedding and text embedding. Due to the inconsistent training sample sources
between VLM and VIS models, there is a huge domain gap between these two
models, which is not conducive to text and video alignment. How to alleviate
the domain gap has become the key to solving this problem. Secondly, the
model training and inference in current methods are conducted on the image
level rather than the video level, which did not fully utilize rich spatio-temporal
context in video. Thus, the classification and segmentation results are not tem-
poral consistent for the same instance across frames.

We have striking findings that the previous methods did not delve into
these two issues in detail. Tackling these two issues can provide insights into
open-vocabulary video instance segmentation model design, and motivate us
to propose a novel elegant framework from unified embedding alignment view,
OVFormer. OVFormer seamlessly incorporates large pre-trained VLM and VIS
model within an efficient video-level training regimen. Specifically, given the
video clip, we first generate video-level instance queries to represent the entire
clip. Second, we employ the cross-attention mechanism to reconcile the cross-
model correlation between the VIS and VLM for unified embedding alignment.
This simple and lightweight operation remedies the domain gap between query
embeddings and CLIP text embeddings to facilitate open-vocabulary classifi-
cation. Finally, to further exploit the temporal information in a video clip, we
conduct video-based training and develop a semi-online inference regime to make
our model flexible to various VIS settings. This also prompts us to perform em-
bedded alignment at the video level instead of aligning each frame individually.
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The proposed OVFormer brings significant performance improvements. OV-
Former achieves 21.9 mAP with a ResNet-50 backbone on LV-VIS benchmark [36],
exceeding the previous state-of-the-art performance by 7.7. The remarkable per-
formance improvement on some Close-Vocabulary VIS datasets also demon-
strates the strong zero-shot generalization ability of OVFormer (+ 7.6 mAP on
YouTube-VIS 2019, + 6.2 mAP on YouTube-VIS 2021, + 3.9 mAP on OVIS).
The detailed performance comparison on base categories and novel categories is
shown in Fig. 1. The contributions can be summarized as follows:

– We reveal that alignment between text and video and temporal consistency
are two central issues of Open-Vocabulary VIS.

– We propose a novel end-to-end open-vocabulary video instance segmentation
framework, OVFormer, which represents a remarkable advancement in open-
vocabulary capability for VIS through an elegant structure.

– Our method performs unified embedding alignment between the instance
query generation of VIS and the pre-trained VLM to facilitate obtaining
feature-aligned class embeddings, thus enhancing the generalization ability
of novel categories.

– We conduct video-level training without modifying the architecture and de-
ploy a flexible semi-online inference scheme, which improves the temporal
consistency of video instance segmentation.

2 Related Work

Open-Vocabulary Video Instance Segmentation is an emerging vision task
that aims to simultaneously classify, track, and segment arbitrary objects from
an open set of categories in videos. There are two popular works: Guo et al . [12]
propose a two-stage Open-Vocabulary VIS framework, OVIS. They first adopt a
query-based image instance segmentation model as the mask proposal network.
In the second stage, they employ a pre-trained VLM to compute similarities
between the obtained proposals and the text descriptions of all possible classes,
then predict the most likely category. As a concurrent work, Wang et al . [36]
collect a Large-Vocabulary Video Instance Segmentation dataset (LV-VIS) for
evaluating the generalization ability of Open-Vocabulary VIS methods. They
also propose the first end-to-end Open-Vocabulary VIS benchmark, OV2Seg,
which simplifies the intricate propose-reduce-association paradigm and attains
long-term awareness with a Memory-Induced Transformer. Although the above
methods have successfully introduced open-vocabulary into VIS, their general-
ization ability to recognize novel categories is unsatisfying.
Video Instance Segmentation aims to classify, segment, and track object
instances from pre-defined training categories, which is more challenging than
video object segmentation [26–28, 45]. Broadly, current VIS methods can be
classified into online and offline methods. Online methods [16, 20, 22, 41, 43, 46]
tackle video instance segmentation on each frame, and apply post-processing
steps to associate instances across frames explicitly. For instance, MinVIS [16]
and IDOL [41] make use of the discriminative instance queries for matching
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between frames. In contrast, offline methods [5,10,15,17,38,40,44,48] take a video
clip as input and generate a sequence of instances of the video clip end-to-end.
For example, Seqformer [40] and VITA [15] localize instances in each frame and
learn a powerful representation of video-level instance queries, which is used to
predict mask sequences on each frame. Offline methods leverage comprehensive
temporal information from the whole clip and have the advantage of producing
temporally consistent results. Nevertheless, as the number of video frames and
instances significantly increases during the inference stage, the performance of
offline methods experiences a notable decline.
Visual Recognition from Vision-Language Models. The vision-language
models such as CLIP [33] and ALIGN [18] pretrained on large-scale image-text
pairs have shown transferability to various visual recognition tasks. Example of
such tasks include object detection [9,11,29,47], image segmentation [4,8,39,49],
and video understanding [21, 37]. Specifically, using the text embeddings from
VLMs as the classifier for images can provide downstream models with open-
vocabulary recognition capability. Typical text-image alignment approaches in-
clude knowledge distillation [11, 21, 29], regional text pre-training [37, 47], and
prompt modeling [9]. Some open-vocabulary image segmentation methods [4, 8]
further exploit image caption data [39] and pseudo labels [49] to improve the per-
formance. Despite VLMs providing open-vocabulary capability for handling arbi-
trary object classes in these works, the problem of domain gap remains far from
being resolved. Another common oversight in existing methods is the neglect
of temporal structures among videos. This work pursues an unified embedding
alignment framework that addresses these fundamental limitations, providing a
refreshing viewpoint on open-vocabulary video instance segmentation.

3 Method

Motivation. We discover that the domain gap between the VLM features and
the instance queries and the underutilization of temporal consistency are two cen-
tral causes for the poor generalization performance of previous methods. These
two observations motivate us to design the following two core steps: Unified
Embedding Alignment to remedy the domain gap of visual-textual features and
Video-level Training Paradigm to obtain the temporal consistency prediction.
Pipeline. As depicted in Fig. 2, OVFormer consists of three modules: Initially,
the input video clips are encoded as video-level instance queries by Instance
Query Generation module with the query-based image instance segmentation
model. Subsequently, the Open-Vocabulary Classification module takes both
the original clips and video-level instance queries as input and performs uni-
fied embedding alignment to generate feature-aligned class embeddings. Next,
this module classifies them with the text embeddings to realize open-vocabulary
prediction. Simultaneously, Instance Segmentation and Association module gen-
erates and tracks the instances mask through bipartite matching.
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Fig. 2: Overview of OVFormer. Our proposed OVFormer consists of three modules:
Instance Query Generation module generates video-level instance queries that repre-
sent the entire clip; Then, Open-Vocabulary Classification module performs unified
embedding alignment between the instance queries and the image features of CLIP to
generate feature-aligned class embeddings, then classify them with the text embeddings
computed from a CLIP text encoder. Finally, Instance Segmentation and Association
module generates and tracks the instances through bipartite matching.

3.1 Instance Query Generation

Given an input video clip xi
clip ∈ RT×3×H×W with 3 color channels and T

frames of resolution H ×W , we employ the Instance Query Generation module
to produce instance queries per-clip. Specifically, the whole module consists of a
backbone [14,24] works for feature extraction and the pixel decoder gradually up-
samples the features to generate multi-scale features and per-pixel embeddings:(

F i
enc, E

i
pixel

)
= Φenc

(
backbone(xi

clip), e
s
pos

)
, (1)

where i is the video clip index, Φenc denotes pixel decoder, espos means spatial
positional encoding [3], F i

enc is multi-scale visual features, Ei
pixel ∈ RC×T×H

S ×W
S

denotes per-pixel embeddings, where S is the stride of the feature map.
Instead of calculating instance queries for each frame independently as image-

level training [36] or generating mask proposals explicitly [12], we use a set
of video-level instance queries to represent the entire video clip, which further
excavates spatio-temporal information and enhances temporal consistency of the
instances. To obtain compatibility with image segmentation models, we further
extend the positional encoding to the spatio-temporal domain by incorporating
temporal positional encoding [5]:

epos = etpos + espos ∈ RC×T×Hl×Wl , (2)

where l is the Transformer decoder layer index, epos is the final positional en-
coding, espos ∈ RC×1×Hl×Wl is the original spatial positional encoding, etpos ∈
RC×T×1×1 is the corresponding temporal positional encoding. Both espos and
etpos are non-parametric sinusoidal positional encodings.
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Then, the multi-scale features and initialized queries are taken into a Trans-
former decoder to obtain the video-level instance queries for the input video clip:

qiclip = Φdec(F
i
enc, q

i
init, epos) ∈ RN×C , (3)

where Φdec denotes Transformer decoder, qiinit ∈ RN×C is random initialized
instance queries. qiclip is the video-level instance queries, N denotes the instance
number per clip. We adopt a query-based image instance segmentation model [6]
to implement the query generation network.

3.2 Open-Vocabulary Classification

After generating the instance queries for each video clip, we need to derive the
open-vocabulary category and mask for each instance.
Unified Embedding Alignment. To perform open-vocabulary classification
in instance segmentation models, current open-vocabulary VIS methods utilize
pre-trained VLM, such as CLIP [33] to replace the linear classification head
of the original segmentation network and predict the novel category name via
computing the similarity between the instance queries and VLM-encoded text
features directly.

However, the generated video instance queries qiclip here are not aligned with
the pre-trained VLM features due to the domain gap of the training sources,
and directly calculating similarity with text features is not conducive to open-
vocabulary classification. Therefore, we advocate unified embedding alignment
between the instance queries and the image features of pre-trained VLM to
generate feature-aligned class embeddings, greatly enhancing the generalization
ability of novel categories. Our module is specially designed for video-level feature
alignment, allowing for unified interaction between instance queries and CLIP
features concatenated from multiple frames, which is fundamentally different
from the image-level open vocabulary methods.

Specifically, we feed the video clip xclip into the CLIP model and compute
the plain visual feature through the CLIP image encoder:

Ei
image = Φimage(x

i
clip) ∈ RT×C′

, (4)

where Φimage denotes the CLIP image encoder, Ei
image denotes CLIP image

embeddings, C ′ is the feature dimension output from the CLIP encoder.
Then, we employ a cross-attention mechanism to implement unified embed-

ding alignment. Specifically, we feed Ei
image along with the video instance queries

qiclip (Eq. (3)) into a cross-attention module [34]. Here, instance queries serve as
queries, while CLIP image embeddings take on the roles of both keys and values.
The relationship is formulated as:

Qi
clip = fmlp(q

i
clip) ∈ RN×C′

, (5)

Vi,Ki = fproj(E
i
image) ∈ RT×C′

, (6)

Ei
cls = softmax(

Qi
clipK

⊤
i√

C ′
)Vi ∈ RN×C′

, (7)
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where Qi
clip is obtained by qiclip through two MLP layers ( fmlp) to maintain

consistency with the dimension of CLIP feature dimension. Ki and Vi are de-
rived from separate linear projections (fproj) of Ei

image, Ei
cls denotes video-level

class embeddings. This simple approach has consistently demonstrated its ef-
fectiveness in information fusion. Here, we leverage this mechanism to integrate
spatial-temporal information from the video instance queries with semantic con-
tent extracted from VLM model. In this way, the domain gap can be narrowed.
Open-Vocabulary Classification. Once we obtain the enhanced video-level
class embeddings, we perform open-vocabulary classification to assign the se-
mantic label for each embedding. Specifically, we feed the vocabulary set into
the CLIP text encoder to generate the text embedding as the category labels:

Etext = Φtext(“A photo of [category name]”) ∈ RK×C′
, (8)

where Φtext is CLIP text encoder, Etext denotes text embeddings, K is the
number of categories.

Finally, we multiply class embeddings and text embeddings to obtain the
classification score for each video instance query:

Si
cls = softmax(Ei

cls · E⊤
text) ∈ RN×K , (9)

where softmax denotes a softmax operation, · denotes dot product operation,
Si
cls is the classification scores of all instance queries. In this way, we can obtain

the category name for each instance.

3.3 Instance Segmentation and Association

Instance Segmentation. In line with prior research, we add a binary classifier
as an instance head to predict objectiveness score for each instance:

Si
ins = InsHead(qiclip) ∈ RN×1, (10)

where InsHead is implemented with three MLP layers, Si
ins is the instance scores

of all queries.
To obtain the predicted masks, we first transform the instance query into

mask embedding. Then, we obtain the mask of each query by applying simple
dot products between the mask embeddings and per-pixel embeddings:

Ei
mask = MaskHead(qiclip) ∈ RN×C , (11)

Mi
clip = sigmoid(Ei

mask · Ei
pixel) ∈ RN×T×H

S ×W
S , (12)

where MaskHead is implemented with three MLP layers, Ei
mask is the mask em-

bedding, sigmoid denotes a sigmoid operation, · denotes dot product operation,
Mi

clip is the predicted masks of the entire clip.
Instance Association via Semi-online Tracking. Considering our OVFormer
is trained on the video level, we thus could handle the VIS in an offline manner
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Fig. 3: Illustration of different inference schemes. (a) Online inference takes a single
frame as input and associates instances frame by frame; (b) Offline inference takes the
entire video as input, without associating instances; (c) Semi-online inference takes
video clips as input and associates instances clip by clip.

(Fig. 3 (b)) that feeds the whole video sequence into the model and tracks in-
stances implicitly without any post-processing to associate instances. However,
it is difficult to represent all instances of the entire video using instance queries,
especially for long video and multiple instances cases [30].

Therefore, we employ a more flexible setting called semi-online inference
scheme (Fig. 3 (c)) to mitigate these issues. In concrete, semi-online scheme uses
video clip as input and performs clip-level instance tracking with the Hungarian
algorithm [19] during testing:

Si
track = cos(qiclip, q

i+1
clip), (13)

where Si
track is the similarity score matrix between the i-th video-level instance

queries and i +1-th instance queries, cos(·) denotes the cosine similarity. We
argue that this semi-online inference scheme not only better utilizes multi-frame
information compared to online method (Fig. 3 (a)), but also makes it possible
for our models to conduct long video inference compared to offline setting.

3.4 Training and Loss

To guide the instance query association learning and the segmentation, we take
full advantage of the supervision signal and design the following loss function:

Lmatch(ŷ
i, yi)=λinsLins(Ŝ

i
ins, S

i
ins)+λclsLcls(Ŝ

i
cls, S

i
cls)

+ λmaskLmask(M̂i
clip,Mi

clip),
(14)

where the first two items indicate instance loss Lins and classification loss Lcls

that works for guiding the instance head (Eq. (10)) and class head (Eq. (9))
learning, respectively. We use the binary cross-entropy loss to implement these
two loss functions. The third item is mask loss Lclip (Eq. (11)) which is the sum
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of dice loss [31] and binary cross-entropy loss. The ground truth yi consists of
an instance label Si

ins, a class label Si
cls and segmentation mask Mi

mask for each
instance. We assign the ground truth set yi to the prediction set ŷi by minimizing
the total loss function Lmatch.

3.5 Implementation Details

Model architecture. We implement our model using the Detectron2 [42] frame-
work based on Mask2Former [6]. We experiment with both ResNet50 [14] and
SwinB [24] as backbones. The text and image encoder of CLIP use the ViT-
B/32 by default, and the parameters are frozen during training. The number of
instance queries N is set to 100.
Training and inference details. We set λins=2, λcls=2, λmask=5 as the
weight of each loss (Eq. (14)). We use AdamW [25] optimizer and the step
learning rate schedule. We use an initial learning rate of 0.0001 and a weight
decay of 0.05 for all backbones. A learning rate multiplier of 0.1 is applied to
the backbone and we decay the learning rate at 0.9 and 0.95 fractions of the
total number of training steps by a factor of 10. We first pre-train OVFormer
on LVIS [13] for 30 epochs with a batch size of 8 on 4 NVIDIA 3090 GPUs as
OV2Seg [36]. Then, we perform video-based training on LV-VIS [36]. We decay
the learning rate at 1/2 fraction of the total number of training steps by a factor
of 10. We train OVFormer for 2k iterations with a batch size of 8 for LV-VIS.
For each video, we sample T = 2 frames randomly to build a video clip.

During semi-online reference, we process each testing video in a sequential
manner by dividing the video into non-overlapping clips with fixed lengths. We
resize the shorter side of each frame to 360 pixels for ResNet50 [14] and to 480
pixels for SwinB [24].

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets and Metrics

We train OVFormer on the union of common and frequent categories in LVIS [13]
and base categories in LV-VIS [36] and evaluate the performance on multi-
ple video instance segmentation datasets, including LV-VIS [36], YouTube-VIS
2019 [43], YouTube-VIS 2021 and OVIS [32].

– LVIS is a commonly employed open-vocabulary image detection dataset,
comprising an extensive collection of 1,203 distinct categories. Following
ViLD [11], we take 866 frequent and common categories as the base (train-
ing) categories and hold out the 337 rare categories as the novel categories.

– LV-VIS is a large vocabulary video instance segmentation dataset, which
comprises 4,828 real-world videos from 1,196 categories. All videos are di-
vided into 3,083 training videos, 837 validation videos and 908 test videos.
The categories are split into 641 base categories inherited from frequent and
common categories in LVIS [13], and 555 novel categories disjoint with the
base categories.
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Table 1: The performance comparison on LV-VIS validation and test set. OV2Seg
has not been fine-tuned on LV-VIS. For fair comparison, * means that we perform
per-frame fine-tuning on LV-VIS using the weights provided by the authors.

Method Backbone Training Val Test

mAP mAPb mAPn mAP mAPb mAPn

DetPro [9]-SORT [1] R50 LVIS 6.4 10.3 3.5 5.8 10.8 2.1
Detic [50]-SORT [1] R50 LVIS 6.5 10.7 3.4 5.7 10.6 2.1
DetPro [9]-OWTB [23] R50 LVIS 7.9 12.9 4.2 7.0 12.6 2.9
Detic [50]-OWTB [23] R50 LVIS 7.7 12.6 4.2 7.0 12.8 2.8
Detic [50]-XMem [7] R50 LVIS 8.8 13.4 5.4 7.7 13.3 3.6
OV2Seg [36] R50 LVIS 14.2 17.2 11.9 11.4 14.9 8.9
OV2Seg* R50 LV-VIS 14.5 20.6 10.1 11.6 16.3 7.1
OVFormer(Ours) R50 LV-VIS 21.9 22.1 21.8 15.2 18.0 13.1

Detic [50]-SORT [1] SwinB LVIS 12.8 21.1 6.6 9.4 15.8 4.7
Detic [50]-OWTB [23] SwinB LVIS 14.5 22.6 8.5 11.8 19.6 6.1
Detic [50]-XMem [7] SwinB LVIS 16.3 24.1 10.6 13.1 20.5 7.7
OV2Seg [36] SwinB LVIS 21.1 27.5 16.3 16.4 23.3 11.5
OVFormer(Ours) SwinB LV-VIS 24.7 26.8 23.1 19.5 23.1 16.7

– YouTube-VIS 2019 contains 2,883 YouTube videos with 2,238 training
videos, 302 validation videos and 343 test videos. It has a 40-category label
set and 131k high-quality manual annotations. The categories are split into
33 base categories and 7 novel categories following the partitions in LVIS [13].

– YouTube-VIS 2021 is an improved and expanded version of the YouTube-
VIS 2019 dataset, which includes more videos, improved categories, and dou-
bled the number of annotations. In the same way, the categories are divided
into 34 base categories and 6 novel categories.

– OVIS is a very challenging dataset that contains long video sequences with
a large number of objects and more frequent occlusion. It has 25 object
categories, with only one category not in LVIS [13] base categories; therefore,
we only report the performance of the overall categories for OVIS.

Evaluation Metrics. We calculate the mean Average Precision (mAP) for all
categories and then provide a more detailed breakdown, including mAPb for base
categories and mAPn for novel categories.

4.2 Main Results

In this section, we first test the Open-Vocabulary VIS ability of OVFormer on
the recently released LV-VIS [36] dataset. Then, we report the zero-shot gener-
alization performance of OVFormer on traditional video instance segmentation
datasets: YouTube-VIS 2019 [43], YouTube-VIS 2021, and OVIS [32].
Results on LV-VIS dataset. Tab. 1 reports the performance comparison
between OVFormer and some baseline models on LV-VIS validation set, in-
cluding OV2Seg [36] and some propose-reduce-association baseline models [36].
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Table 2: The performance comparison on YouTube-VIS 2019, YouTube-VIS 2021
and OVIS validation sets. The open in the second column indicates whether the
method is based on open-vocabulary. For the non-open methods, we only report the
overall mean average precision mAP as these methods can not handle novel categories.
All the open-marked methods are trained on image dataset LVIS and evaluated on
the video instance segmentation datasets directly, i.e., they are not fine-tuned using
the training set of each dataset.

Method Open Backbone Training YTVIS2019 YTVIS2021 OVIS

mAP mAPb mAPn mAP mAPb mAPn mAP

FEELVOS [35] ✗ R50 VIS 26.9 - - - - - 9.6
MaskTrack [43] ✗ R50 VIS 30.3 - - 28.6 - - 10.8
SipMask [2] ✗ R50 VIS 33.7 - - 31.7 - - 10.2
Mask2Former-VIS [5] ✗ R50 VIS 46.4 - - 40.6 - - 17.3

Detic [50]-SORT [1] ✓ R50 LVIS 14.6 17.0 3.5 12.7 14.4 3.1 6.7
Detic [50]-OWTB [23] ✓ R50 LVIS 17.9 20.7 4.5 16.7 18.6 5.8 9.0
OV2Seg [36] ✓ R50 LVIS 27.2 30.1 11.1 23.6 26.5 7.3 11.2
OVFormer(Ours) ✓ R50 LVIS 34.8 38.7 16.5 29.8 32.3 15.7 15.1

Detic [50]-SORT [1] ✓ SwinB LVIS 23.8 27.2 7.9 21.6 23.7 9.8 11.7
Detic [50]-OWTB [23] ✓ SwinB LVIS 30.0 34.3 9.7 27.1 29.9 11.4 13.6
OV2Seg [36] ✓ SwinB LVIS 37.6 41.1 21.3 33.9 36.7 18.2 17.5
OVFormer(Ours) ✓ SwinB LVIS 44.3 49.2 21.5 37.6 41.0 18.3 21.3

OVFormer with ResNet-50 backbone achieves 21.9 mAP, 22.1 mAPb and 21.8
mAPn, outperforming the leading method OV2Seg by a large margin with +7.7,
+4.9 and +9.9, respectively. Compared to OV2Seg* under the same training set-
ting with us, OVFormer still offers better performance, i.e., 22.1 vs. 20.6 (mAPb)
for base categories and 21.8 vs. 10.1 (mAPn) for novel categories. Also, the per-
formance of OVFormer with SwinB backbone further improves, reaching 24.7
mAP, 26.8 mAPb and 23.1 mAPn.

Furthermore, we can observe that the segmentation results for novel cate-
gories are much inferior to the base categories for OV2Seg* (20.6 mAPb vs. 10.1
mAPn). In contrary (see Fig. 4), our solution achieves approximate performance
on base categories and novel categories (22.1 mAPb vs. 21.8 mAPn). Especially
for novel categories, our method boosts the performance of 83.2% compared
to OV2Seg, which demonstrates the effectiveness of unified embedding align-
ment for novel categories identification. Therefore, our OVFormer yields strong
generalization ability for novel categories compared to the existing baselines.
Zero-shot Generalization on VIS Datasets. To further evaluate the zero-
shot generalization ability of our model, we directly test OVFormer on three
close-vocabulary VIS datasets without fine-tuning the model using the training
sample on the corresponding dataset. Results in Tab. 2 show that OVFormer
achieves a stronger base-to-new generalization on both YouTube-VIS 2019 and
YouTube-VIS 2021 benchmarks. In concrete, OVFormer with ResNet-50 back-
bone obtains 34.8 mAP, 38.7 mAPb and 16.5 mAPn on YouTube-VIS 2019,
surpassing the main counterpart OV2Seg [36] by +7.6, +8.6 and +5.4. The same
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observation can also be seen on YouTubeVIS-2021, where OVFormer achieves
29.8 mAP, 32.3 mAPb and 15.7 mAPn, showing significant overall improvement
compared to OV2Seg. In addition, with SwinB backbone, OVFormer achieves
44.3 mAP on YouTube-VIS 2019 and 37.6 mAP on YouTube-VIS 2021 outper-
forming all baseline models.

Especially on the more challenging OVIS benchmark, all compared methods
suffer from performance degradation due to the long-term videos and serious
object occlusions. In spite of the presence of complex scenes, our method still
delivers a solid overtaking trend: our OVFormer with ResNet-50 backbone still
achieves the best score of 15.1 mAP, which is higher than OV2Seg +3.9 mAP.
Moreover, OVFormer with SwinB backbone sets a new state-of-the-art perfor-
mance of 21.3 mAP, demonstrating the potential of our OVFormer in long and
complicated video scenes.

Considering the significant accuracy advantage of three datasets, the re-
sults demonstrate that OVFormer has a powerful zero-shot generalization abil-
ity. Notably, compared to the close-set fully-supervised methods, our method
with ResNet 50 outperforms SipMask [2] on YouTube-VIS 2019 (34.8 vs. 33.7),
MaskTrack R-CNN [43] on YouTube-VIS 2021 (29.8 vs. 28.6), and even achieves
comparable performance to Mask2Former-VIS [5] on OVIS (15.1 vs. 17.3).

4.3 Diagnostic Experiment

For in-depth analysis, we conduct extensive ablation experiments on the LV-VIS
and YouTube-VIS 2019 validation sets to demonstrate the effectiveness of each
component and the impact of different configurations.
Unified Embedding Alignment. We first verify the effectiveness of the uni-
fied embedding alignment. We use OV2Seg [36] as our baseline. As shown in
Tab. 3, unified embedding alignment provides an significant performance gain
of 6.5 mAP on LV-VIS and 7.6 mAP on YouTube-VIS 2019 compared to the
baseline model. It proves that the proposed module is effective in conducting
open-vocabulary classification by capturing better features. Especially for novel
categories, the improvement brought by this module is more attractive (+9.8
mAPn on LV-VIS). We attribute the performance gain to the interaction between
the instance queries and CLIP image features, resulting in feature-aligned class
embeddings, which greatly enhances the classification ability of open-vocabulary.
Video-based Training. As shown in Tab. 3, we study the impact of video-
based training scheme. Without modifying the architecture, the loss or even the
training pipeline, we can see the performance improvement on YouTube-VIS
2019 in terms of mAP (+9.3), especially for base categories (+11 mAPb). This
clear improvement is mainly attributed to the full utilization of the temporal
information in a video clip, further enhancing temporal consistency of instances
at minimal training cost.
Semi-online Inference. By replacing the whole video with a clip-by-clip input
type, the semi-online inference scheme further brings the mAPn from 19.9 to
21.8 on LV-VIS, which also boosts the performance gain of novel category on
YouTube-VIS 2019 (18.0 → 22.3). In addition, we evaluate the performance of
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Table 3: Ablation study of our contributions on LV-VIS and YTVIS2019 validation
sets. We use OV2Seg as our Baseline. Here, Baseline and unified embedding alignment
variants adopt online inference, Video-based training adopts offline inference. † means
the close-vocabulary VIS training setting, without deleting the novel category annota-
tions in the training set.

Variant Training LV-VIS YTVIS2019

mAP mAPb mAPn mAP mAPb mAPn

Baseline LVIS 14.2 17.4 11.9 27.2 30.1 11.1
+Unified embedding alignment LVIS 20.7 19.2 21.7 34.8 38.7 16.5

+Video-based training LV-VIS 21.1 22.6 19.9 - - -
+Semi-online inference LV-VIS 21.9 22.1 21.8 - - -

+Video-based training YTVIS19 - - - 44.1 49.7 18.0
+Semi-online inference YTVIS19 - - - 45.5 50.4 22.3

Mask2Former-VIS [5] YTVIS19† - - - 46.4 - -
OVFormer YTVIS19† - - - 51.4 - -

21.822.1

mAPb

OVFormer (Ours)OV2Seg

mAPn

11.9

17.2

OV2Seg*

10.1

20.6

Fig. 4: The performance comparison of
base and novel categories on LV-VLIS val-
idation set.

Fig. 5: Ablation study of the clip length
T during OVFormer inference on LV-VIS
validation set.

different inference clip lengths on LV-VIS in Fig. 5. As the inference clip length
increases, the optimal performance can be obtained when clip length T=5.
Close-set Training. Finally, for more completed evaluation of our model, we
test our model in the close-set setting. Without deleting the novel category labels
in YouTube-VIS training set, our OVFormer achieves 51.4 mAP, significantly
exceeding Mask2Former-VIS by +5. This indicates that the open-vocabulary
model still has significant advantages in close-vocabulary tasks.
Complexity analysis. We demonstrate parameters and FLOPs of OVFormer
in Tab. 4. We can see that UAE module reconciles the domain gap with very
few parameters and FLOPs.

4.4 Qualitative Results

Fig. 6 provides some representative qualitative results of ours against OV2Seg [36]
on the large-scale LV-VIS set. The first row shows that OV2Seg is prone to mis-
classifying instances in novel categories into visually similar categories, such as
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Table 4: Model parameters and FLOPs. Here, the backbone is ResNet50, Encoder
is pixel decoder, Decoder is transformer decoder, UEA denotes the proposed unified
embedding alignment module. The input image size is 800× 1333.

Module Backbone Encoder Decoder UEA

Params 23.5M 6.0M 14.5M 1.2M
FLOPs 71.3G 121.0G 25.3G 0.1G

O
V
2S
eg

O
u
rs

O
V
2S
eg

O
u
rs

Fig. 6: Qualitative comparison of our OVFormer to baseline OV2Seg [36] on the LV-
VIS [36] validation dataset. Both methods take the ResNet-50 as backbone. Each row
shows two challenging video sequences.

walrus is classified as cat and hedgehog is classified as owl. OVFormer not only
correctly classifies instances, but also provides clearer details for small parts in
the second row. The third row shows the segmentation results of densely dis-
tributed instances with occlusion. OV2Seg fails to segment the instance across
the video consistently, such as shears and curtain. However, OVFormer success-
fully segments and tracks all instances stably in these challenging scenes.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we discover that the domain gap between the VLM features and the
instance queries as well as the underutilization of temporal consistency are two
central causes for the inadequate performance of the current Open-Vocabulary
VIS method. We propose a novel end-to-end open-vocabulary video instance
segmentation framework, named OVFormer. With the proposed unified embed-
ding alignment, we obtain feature-aligned class embeddings, thus enhancing the
generalization ability of novel categories. We conduct video-level training with-
out modifying the architecture and deploy semi-online inference scheme, which
improves the temporal consistency of video instance segmentation. Extensive ex-
perimental results demonstrated that our method surpasses the state-of-the-art
methods by a large margin.
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